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The primary text readings will focus on excerpts from the “Tangong, xia檀弓下” 

chapter of the Liji 禮記.  (The translations are from Puett, “Combining the Ghosts and 

Spirits, Centering the Realm: Mortuary Ritual and Political Organization in the Ritual 

Compendia of Early China,” in Early Chinese Religion: Shang Through Han (1250 BC-

220 AD), edited by John Lagerwey and Marc Kalinowski, Leiden: Brill, 2009, pp. 707-

709.) 

The theoretical reading is from the Introduction to Hegel’s Philosophy of History.  

(Excerpts are taken from Reading Hegel: The Introductions, edited by Aakash Singh and 

Rimina Mohapatra, Melbourne: re-press, 2008, pp. 113-117, and 151-152.) 
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Primary texts 

 

Excerpts from the “Tangong, xia檀弓下” chapter of the Liji 禮記: 

 

喪禮，哀戚之至也。節哀，順變也；君子念始之者也。 

 

復，盡愛之道也，有禱祠之心焉；望反諸幽，求諸鬼神之道也；北面

，求諸幽之義也。 

 

拜稽顙，哀戚之至隱也；稽顙，隱之甚也。 

 

飯用米貝，弗忍虛也；不以食道，用美焉爾。 

 

反哭之吊也，哀之至也。反而亡焉，失之矣，於是為甚。 

 

葬於北方北首，三代之達禮也，之幽之故也。既封，主人贈，而祝宿

虞尸。既反哭，主人與有司視虞牲，有司以几筵舍奠於墓左，反，日

中而虞。葬日虞，弗忍一日離也。是日也，以虞易奠。卒哭曰成事，

是日也，以吉祭易喪祭，明日，祔于祖父。 

 

其變而之吉祭也，比至於祔，必於是日也接，不忍一日末有所歸也。 

 

虞而立尸，有几筵。卒哭而諱，生事畢而鬼事始已。 
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Although the text does not specify, the sense would appear to be that 
the off erings to the earthly souls in the tomb are to be made to emphasize 
the feelings of love and familial hierarchy that one should normatively 
have held for the deceased, while those to the qi were done to inculcate 
a proper sense of the descent of the living from ancestors. Th us, the 
sages have taken the remains of deceased humans and, through rituals, 
have used them to instill proper dispositions among the living: what 
were once ghosts and spirits have now become the means by which to 
instill a sense of familial hierarchy and ancestral descent.

By linking themselves to the po and qi in this way through mortu-
ary rites, human rituals designed by the sages do indeed “combine the 
ghost and the spirit”; the highest teaching of which Confucius spoke 
at the beginning of the dialogue.

Th is also means, of course, that the ghosts and spirits are linked by 
having humans in between, linked through ritual. And we see here one 
of the themes, mentioned earlier, that appears repeatedly in the Liji 
chapters: the ritual practitioner—in this case the sacrifi cer—takes the 
central position, linking the recipients of the sacrifi ce to himself.

Similar themes concerning mortuary ritual are provided in the “Tan-
gong”  chapter. Th e chapter is of particular interest to us, since 
the “Tangong” has a section that covers many of the same ritual acts 
prescribed in the Yili.

Like so many of the Liji chapters, the “Tangong” defends an aff ec-
tive theory of ritual, in which the concern is to train the dispositions 
of the practitioners:

Th e rites of mourning are the extreme [expression] of grief and sadness. 
In modulating grief, one accords with changes; this is how the gentleman 
remembers from where he came.22

Immediately we see aff ective readings of ritual brought to the forefront. 
Rites serve to modulate the grief of the living and help them to under-
stand from where they came.

Th e text then turns to the ritual of calling for a return of the souls:

[Calling for] a return is the way of utmost love; it has the mind of praying 
in it. Looking for his return from the darkness is the way of seeking him 
among the ghosts and spirits. Th e reason that one faces north is that one 
is seeking for him in the darkness.23

22 Liji, “Tangong,” ICS, 23/4.15/11.
23 Liji, “Tangong,” ICS, 23/4.15/11–12.
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Wailing is equally discussed as a means of expressing extreme sadness—
an important issue to keep in mind when we reach the point later in 
the chapter when the wailing is required to end:

Bowing and hitting one’s head on the fl oor is [expressing] the extreme 
pain of grief and sadness. Hitting one’s head on the fl oor is the depth of 
[expressing] the pain.24

Placing food and shells in the mouth of the deceased is similarly 
explained in terms of the emotions of the ritual practitioners, in this 
case the living:

Feeding with the uncooked rice and shells is because one cannot bear 
the emptiness; it is not in order to feed him, and this is why one uses 
beautiful things for it.25

As with the Yili, the key shift  is from the mourning period to the 
sacrifi ces in the ancestral temple. During the mourning period, one is 
providing off erings to the corpse, who (if he is the father) is still con-
sidered the head of the household. Aft er the burial, sacrifi ces are given 
to the tablet in the ancestral temple.

In the “Tangong” chapter, this shift  is presented in terms of the dis-
positions of the living. Right aft er the burial, the survivor returns and 
wails at the most extreme, since this is the point at which the deceased 
has fully left  the world of the living:

Consoling when [the descendant] returns [from the tomb] wailing is 
because this is the extremity of grief. He returns and there is no one there; 
he has lost [the deceased]. Th erefore it is the most intense.26

Th e sacrifi ces then begin, since the living cannot bear one day apart 
from the deceased. But at this stage the wailing must end. One is now 
not giving off erings to the deceased corpse as if alive; one is now giving 
sacrifi ces to the spirit. Th e former has now been buried with the things 
it enjoyed while alive. Th e spirit, now lacking the corpse, ascends to the 
heavens. From here on, it will be brought down to humans by sacrifi ces, 
and it will be represented by the ancestral tablet, which gives the spirit 
its ranked place in the lineage:

24 Liji, “Tangong,” ICS, 23/4.15/12–13.
25 Liji, “Tangong,” ICS, 23/4.15/13.
26 Liji, “Tangong,” ICS, 23/4.15/20.
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He is buried to the north, with the head facing north. Th is was a promi-
nent ritual from the three dynasties, because [the souls of the deceased] 
go to the darkness. Aft er the internment, the offi  ciating mourner presents 
gift s, and the invocator leads the impersonator for the sacrifi ce of repose. 
Aft er he has returned and wailed, the offi  ciating mourner and the offi  cer 
inspect the victim for the sacrifi ce of repose. Th e offi  cer sets up off er-
ings with a bench and a mat to the left  of the tomb. He then returns. At 
midday is the sacrifi ce of repose. On the day of the burial, they off er the 
sacrifi ce of repose. Th ey cannot bear one day of separation. On this day, 
they replace the sacrifi ce of repose for the off erings. Th e end of wailing 
is called “completing the event”. On this day, auspicious sacrifi ces replace 
sacrifi ces of mourning. Th e next day, [the tablet] is enshrined with the 
grandfather.27

Th is shift  from mourning the deceased as he existed while alive to 
sacrifi cing to him as an ancestor in a lineage must occur quickly. Th e 
spirit now returns not to the corpse but rather to the ancestral tablet. 
Th e living cannot bear this transition to be long, since, during the 
transition, the spirit would have no place to which to return:

Changing to auspicious sacrifi ces, and on the succeeding day to the 
enshrining of the tablet, must necessarily occur very close to this day. 
He [the survivor] cannot bear one day without a place [for the spirit] 
to return.28

An impersonator is then set up to receive the sacrifi ces. Th e crying is 
over, and the name of the deceased can be used no longer. From here 
on, the sacrifi ces are to the deceased according to his ancestral rank. 
One is no longer serving the deceased as if he were alive:

One performs the sacrifi ce of repose and sets up the impersonator. Th ere 
is a bench and a mat. One brings to an end the crying and avoids [the 
name of the deceased]. Th e services for him as living are stopped and the 
services for the ghost begin.29

Following the burial, the chief mourner takes the place as head of the 
household and, if he is the son of the king, as the new ruler. (Unlike 
the Yili, several chapters of the Liji focus on the ruler, rather than a shi.) 
He no longer feeds his father as if he were alive but rather sacrifi ces to 
him as an ancestor.

27 Liji, “Tangong,” ICS, 23/4.15/21–24.
28 Liji, “Tangong,” ICS, 23/4.15/24–25.
29 Liji, “Tangong,” ICS, 28/4.52/6.
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In the “Zaji”  chapter, this shift  from mourning to sacrifi cing is 
discussed in terms of a shift  from grieving for the deceased to paying 
proper fi lial respect to one’s ancestor:

In sacrifi cing, one is called “fi lial son” and “fi lial grandson”. In mourning, 
one is called “grieving son” and “grieving grandson”.30

Th is stage—the stage of sacrifi ce—is the focus of a great deal of attention 
in several of the Liji chapters. Th e “Jitong”  for example, emphasizes 
that, once one reaches the stage of sacrifi ce, it is the chief mourner—the 
sacrifi cer—who occupies the center, feeding the ancestors above and, 
in a diff erent way, feeding those below. But, in both cases, the feeding 
occurs in a form that defi nes a hierarchy in which the sacrifi cer is the 
primary fi gure. (And, tellingly in this regard, the example emphasized 
in the “Jitong” is not a shi but rather the ruler.) Let us begin with the 
off erings above.

Th e chapter makes a great deal of the fact that the impersonator is 
normally the son of the chief mourner. If the sacrifi cer is properly fi lial 
and approaches his own son as if that son were the sacrifi cer’s father, 
then the proper feelings of fi liality are also inculcated into the sacrifi cer’s 
son, as he serves the role of impersonating the sacrifi cer’s father:

Now, according to the way of sacrifi cing, the grandson acted as the imper-
sonator of the king’s father. He who was made to act as the impersonator 
was the son of he who made the sacrifi ce. Th e father faced north and 
served him. By means of this, he made clear the way of a son serving his 
father. Th is is the relation of father and son.31

Th us, through sacrifi ce, the sacrifi cer maintains proper feelings of fi lial-
ity toward his deceased father, and he in turn helps to inculcate these 
feelings of fi liality in his own son.

Th en, when the impersonator rises, the ruler and his main ministers 
eat the left overs. (It is important to note here that the impersonator only 
tastes the food, so the left overs are in fact almost the entire meal given 
by the ruler.) Aft er the rulers and his ministers eat the food that was 
initially given to the ancestors, the ruler leaves as well:

Th erefore, when the impersonator rises, the ruler together with the four 
ministers eat the left overs. Th e ruler rises, and the six great nobles eat; 
the ministers eat the left overs of the ruler. Th e great nobles rise, and the 

30 Liji, “Za ji,” ICS, 107/20.12/6.
31 Liji, “Jitong,” ICS, 131.26.14.
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eight offi  cers eat. Th e offi  cers eat the left overs of the nobles. Th e offi  cers 
rise, and each takes his portion and goes out; the [left overs] are arrayed 
below the hall. Th e hundred offi  cials enter and remove it. Th e inferiors 
eat the left overs of the superiors. In general, the way of disposing [of the 
left overs] is that with each shift  there are more people; one thereby dis-
tinguishes the ranks of noble and mean. Th us arises the representations of 
bestowing and graciousness. Th erefore, using these four millet vessels, one 
sees cultivation within the temple. Within the temple is a representation 
of the entire realm. Sacrifi ce is the height of grace.32

Th e ruler thus feeds the ancestors and the populace. Th rough the former, 
he inculcates proper feelings of fi liality in his son; through the latter, 
he creates a world in which the populace is fed by the ruler. In both 
cases, a clear hierarchy is created in which the son gains fi lial feelings 
toward his father (now the head of the household), and the remainder 
of the realm—from his ministers down to the populace—are ranked in 
hierarchical order according to their distance from the ruler. Th e ruler’s 
sacrifi ces to the deceased thus establish his own hierarchical position: 
the ruler occupies the center of these relationships, serving as the chief 
mourner of his deceased father and creating a hierarchy below. And, 
as the text states, the temple is but a representation of the larger realm: 
symbolically, the entire realm is fed by the ruler.

Th us, if the ruler sacrifi ces properly, it aff ects the dispositions of the 
entire realm: through the reverence of sacrifi ce, his son will come to 
obey him and, since he is feeding them as well, the populace will come 
to think of him as their father and mother: 

Th erefore, if his power is fl ourishing, his intent will be deep. If his intent 
is deep, his propriety will be displayed. If his propriety is displayed, his 
sacrifi ces will be reverent. If his sacrifi ces are reverent, then none of the 
sons and grandsons within the borders will dare be irreverent . . . If his 
power is slight and his intent light, if he has doubts about his propriety, 
then, when seeking to sacrifi ce, he will not be able to be reverent when 
it is necessary to be so. If he is not reverent when sacrifi cing, how can he 
be taken as the father and mother of the people?33

Th e hierarchy of the realm is thus defi ned by sacrifi ce. As I have argued 
elsewhere, these sacrifi ces given by the ruler to Heaven as well are what 
allow the ruler to be thought of as the “Son of Heaven.”34 Th us, the ruler 

32 Liji, “Jitong,” ICS, 131/26.9/7–10.
33 Liji, “Jitong,” ICS, 133.26.22.
34 Michael Puett, “Th e off ering of food and the creation of order.”
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becomes head of the household, the father and mother of the people, and 
the Son of Heaven; all positions defi ned by the dispositions inculcated 
through the acts of sacrifi ce. As the “Jiyi” argued:

Only the sage is able to sacrifi ce to Di, and only the fi lial son is able to 
sacrifi ce to his parents. “Sacrifi ce” (xiang) is to face toward (xiang). One 
faces toward it, and only then can one sacrifi ce to it. Th erefore, the fi lial 
son approaches the impersonator and does not blush.35

If one is truly fi lial to one’s deceased father, and can approach one’s son 
as if he were that deceased father, then one can truly sacrifi ce. And if 
the ruler can approach Di as one’s father, then the ruler can truly sac-
rifi ce to Di as well.

In short, sacrifi ce, if done properly, aff ects the dispositions such that 
practitioners unite with the remains of the dead (combining the ghost 
and spirit, as the “Jiyi” states), inculcate fi liality in the younger genera-
tion, and come to think of the ruler as both the father and mother of 
the people and the Son of Heaven. As the “Jitong” argues:

Of all the ways of ordering humans, none are more urgent than the rites. 
Th e rites have fi ve constants; none are more important than sacrifi ce. Sacri-
fi ce is not something that comes from outside; it emerges from inside, and 
is born in the heart. Th e heart is moved, and one expresses it with rites. 
Th erefore, only the worthy is able to exhaust the meaning of sacrifi ce. Th e 
sacrifi ces of the worthy necessarily receive blessings. But this is not what 
the world means by blessings. Blessing means completeness. Complete-
ness is the name of the myriad accordings. When there is nothing not 
accorded with, this is called completeness. Th is is to say that internally 
one exhausts oneself and externally one accords with the way. Th e loyal 
subject thereby serves his ruler; the fi lial son thereby serves his parents. 
Th eir basis is one. Above one accords with ghosts and spirits; externally 
one accords with rulers and elders; internally one is thereby fi lial to one’s 
parents. As such, it is called completeness. It is only the worthy who is 
able to be complete. Only aft er one is able to be complete is one able to 
sacrifi ce. Th erefore, the sacrifi ces of the worthy bring about his sincere 
good faith and his loyal reverence. He expresses these with off erings, puts 
them in practice with the rites, settles them with music, arranges them 
at the right time, and brightly off ers them. And that is all. He does not 
seek for himself. Th is is the heart of a fi lial son.36

35 Liji, “Jiyi,” ICS, 126/25.6/7.
36 Liji, “Jitong,” ICS, 129/26.1/25–130/26.2/1.
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In short, with sacrifi ce, the sacrifi cer becomes the center, linking both 
ancestors and descendants. And, if he is the ruler, he links, by the exact 
same processes, both Heaven and the populace.

Th e Zhouli

In contrast to the detailed prescriptions of the Yili, and the theories of 
ritual found in the Liji, the sole concern of the Zhouli is to defi ne state 
control over specialists, including ritual specialists. Th e section that is 
of interest to these issues is that of the offi  cial of the spring, who is put 
in charge of cults. Th e section opens with a characteristic claim about 
the king establishing the state:

It is the king who establishes the state, distinguishes the quarters and 
rectifi es the positions, structures the state and aligns the fi elds, sets up 
the offi  ces and designates the functions. He thereby serves as the pivot for 
the populace. He thereupon institutes the offi  cial for spring, the minister 
of cult, to employ and take charge of his subordinates, and to supervise 
the rituals of the territories, so as to assist the king in bringing harmony 
to the territories and states.37

Th e text elaborates:

Th e function of the main minister of cult is to supervise the rituals of the 
heavenly spirits, human ghosts, and the earthly shrines so as to assist the 
king in establishing and protecting the territories and states.38

Th e text then lists the offi  cials who are under the jurisdiction of the 
minister of cult.

No interest is shown concerning the proper behavior of the practitio-
ners, or in providing a theory as to why ritual should be performed and 
how it would lead to order in the political realm. Th e only concern for 
political order is through the creation, by the ruler, of a proper hierarchy 
of offi  cials. If mortuary rituals are to be performed, the sole concern of 
the authors of the Zhouli is that the functions of the offi  cials involved 
be properly delineated and properly defi ned within the hierarchy.

Despite this diff erence, however, there is a similarity between the 
Zhouli and the Liji: both are concerned, at the level of the ruler, with 
the process of centering, of defi ning everything in terms of how it 

37 Zhouli, “Chunguan,” ICS, 3.0.
38 Zhouli, “Chunguan,” ICS, 3.0.
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